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What is KDE?



  

What does it all mean?



  

Terminology

 Linux distribution - a suite of packaged 
together software that is designed to run on a 
Linux kernel

 X window system (aka X or X11) - the 
software system that provides a graphical user 
interface (GUI) in Linux systems

 Desktop environment - software system that 
provides window management, icons, menus, 
and mouse interaction (WIMP); in Linux, these 
run on top of the X window system 



  

What is Ubuntu?



  

Ubuntu Variants



  

So, what's this about KDE 4?

Beginning with their April 2008 release, Kubuntu 
began providing KDE version 4 as an optional 
package.  From their October release on, KDE 

4 is the default desktop environment.



  

Why should you care?



  



  



  



  

KDE 3 : Kmenu



  

KDE 4 : Kmenu



  

KDE 4 : Kmenu (cont.)



  

KDE 3 : Krunner



  

KDE 4 : Krunner



  

KDE 4 : Other Features

 Kate now has a shortcut key to switch from 
editor to terminal

 Dolphin supports SFTP
 KRDC is easier to use
 Kmail is much improved
 Okular is KPDF evolved
 See more at 

http://introducingkde4.blogspot.com/



  

KDE 4 : Eye Candy



  



  



  



  

KDE 4 Caveats

 Kprinter is gone :(
 Some applications are buggy (but they're 

working on it)



  

Programming Tips



  

Floating Point Arithmetic

> 1 - 0.8 == 0.2
[1] FALSE



  

Floating Points (cont.)



  

Floating Points (cont.)

> 1 - 0.8 - 0.2
[1] -5.551115e-17

Just like a decimal number can't exactly represent some 
fractions, floating points can't exactly represent some 
numbers.  (Ex. 1/3 =~ 0.333333333)



  

Floating Points (cont.)

 Generally, don't worry about it
 Don't use floating points for comparisons (or 

compare using an epsilon)
 Don't use floating points for storing monetary 

values.  EVER.

So how do I fix this?



  

DRY (Don't Repeat Yourself)

hist(x$age[x$race == 'W'])
hist(x$age[x$race == 'B'])
hist(x$age[x$race == 'O'])
hist(x$weight[x$race == 'W'])
hist(x$weight[x$race == 'B'])
hist(x$weight[x$race == 'O'])

If you find yourself doing stuff like this:



  

DRY (cont.)

Do this instead:

my.hist <- function(x, column, race) {
  hist(x[x$race == race, column])
}
my.hist(x, 'age', 'W')
my.hist(x, 'age', 'B')
my.hist(x, 'age', 'O')
my.hist(x, 'weight', 'W')
my.hist(x, 'weight', 'B')
my.hist(x, 'weight', 'O')



  

Be Verbose

 Comment your code: describe program 
functionality

 Name your variables something that makes 
sense

 Use indention (and syntax highlighting)
 Avoid one liners

 Ex: if (a == 0) foo <- bar else foo <- 
bar * 123



  

Testing and Debugging

 Test your code with a small sample of your 
input data or create a test data set

 Print is your friend (str, print, cat, etc.)



  

Questions?

Biostat IT: biostat-it@list.vanderbilt.edu
Computing Clinic: First Tuesday of each month at 9am

mailto:biostat-it@list.vanderbilt.edu
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